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The simple & clean look & feel makes it easy to 

view each route's deliveries, with tile sizes 

adjusting accordingly to the content. All order 

information is clearly indicated on a single 

screen, so planning & oversight is a breeze.

The User Interface

Appropriate icons indicate the status of each 

delivery; from creation to packaging. Achieve a 

bird's eye view over each delivery, with realtime 

updates. Your planner can work in parallel with 

picker and packer, and allocate orders to rotues 

while they are still being picked/packed.

Status Updates

You can plan routes & deliveries for the next 7 

days, alongside the current day's planning. This is 

easily done without stress due to the UI's 

easy-to-navigate layout, giving you outstanding 

preparation & planning foresight.

Future Planning

The Route Planner indicates route types & stop

types in different colours ensuring that the 

planner can use these visual indicators and plan

appropriately. Any unassigned/skipped deliver-

ies from past show up, ensuring no order

falls through the cracks

Visual Indicators

Easily assign deliveries to any routes, helping you 

prioritise orders which require hasty response. This 

minimises mistakes as well as allowing you to 

respond to wrongly assigned deliveries rapidly. 

Each delivery is mapped out for you to easily 

optimise routes, making life easier & more efficient.

Drag & Drop Function

Click on each tile to see extensive delivery

information; customer info & specific client

details, costs, items etc. This again eliminates

the opportunity of error, equating to a smoother

workflow. Route Optimiser works flawlessly to

ensure your drivers take the optimum route.

Delivery Information


